
This Redback system was installed as part of Energex’s Market Based Battery Trial. The three year trial 

aims to provide insights into how homeowners use batteries and explore the impacts batteries have 

on the grid. During the trial, Energex will be evaluating demand response from the battery, 

particularly during times of high solar export and evening peak demand periods (4-8pm). 

The homeowners are participating in the trial because they were interested in reducing their energy 

usage, wanted to save money and lessen their impact on the environment. Their solar system currently 

runs all their appliances that are on during the day, including the pool filter, dishwasher, fridge etc and at 

the same time, charges the battery with excess energy. Any excess energy produced is fed back into the 

grid where they earn about 6 cents per Kwh.

At night, they are using the energy from the battery, which normally covers their nightly routine

including cooking dinner, lights, hot water, computers, fans and TV. They use the Redback app and 

Portal regularly to view energy usage which helps them to understand the value of the system and how it 

is working effectively each day. 

In addition to installing the battery system, they have also changed the way they use electricity which has 

helped them to reduce the amount of power they consume.  For example timing of high energy 

appliances, such as the pool pump and dishwasher to run in the solar window, changing a large number 

of down lights to LED energy efficient lights and finally they have become much more aware now about 

conserving energy. To date they have enjoyed around 50% savings on our electricity bill in the first full 

quarter of the trial, which is a welcome help for their family.

Location   Nundah, Qld

Installer   Act Now Energy Solutions

Supplier   Zen Energy

Installation date   September 2016

System capacity 

4.6kW Redback Smart Hybrid Inverter 

5kW Solar panels

9.6kWh Battery

“The Redback battery system, app 
and portal has engaged our family 
to become more energy efficient”

– Redback customer

Case study

Redback Smart Hybrid System already saves 50% on their energy bills

For more information visit redbacktech.com


